
Ask about our low rates and integrated payment processing with QuickBooks Payments.

Inventory management
Keep track of inventory levels in real-time down to the 
ingredient level. Save time and costs by knowing what to 
restock and when. Generate purchase orders and check 
inventory directly with vendors.

Barcode scanners
Provide efficient, quick workflow when ringing up sales. As 
scanners ring up sales, they also integrate with the inventory 
management feature to keep your business streamlined.

Real-time reporting 
Save time with reports that explain your business progress 
and projection to you. Access a full suite of detailed reports, 
including sales summary and product mix reports, to better 
understand top selling items and buyers’ behavior. 

Scale integration
Sell items by weight with integrated scales. Integrated 
scales communicate effortlessly with the QuickBooks Point 
of Sale for accuracy and ensures speed of service. 

Multiple tare values
Set multiple tare values so several products can be weighed 
out simultaneously for a single order. Manually input tares 
for each product or import/export data to apply tares across 
numerous products. 

Always on mode
Keep business up and running in case of an Internet slow-
down or complete loss of connection.

Ability to scale
Whether you’re a single location or multi-location business, 
QuickBooks Point of Sale grows with your business.

Compliance with PCI/P2PE standards
Make security a priority. Protect business and customer data 
with PCI/P2PE compliance - all credit card information is fully 
encrypted and safely transmitted to payment processors.

Hardware integrations
QuickBooks Point of Sale communicates seamlessly with 
top of the line hardware, including scanners, printers, credit 
card swipes, scales, and more.

Bag your old system and upgrade to the QuickBooks Point of Sale powered by Revel 
Systems for your multi-location business. The QuickBooks Grocery Point of Sale is designed 
specifically for grocery stores with a full suite of features, including inventory management, 
direct scale integration, and real-time reporting. With the ability to process orders 14% 
faster than legacy POS systems, QuickBooks Point of Sale can significantly accelerate 
your speed of service.

Powerful features with an easy and intuitive user interface.


